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“What is the future of____?” 

 
The future is hard and IDEO believes you can take good guesses. 

 
People are out there trying to shift/disrupt to your business. Take for example that Beyonce 

released her album on iTunes at the end of the year, bypassing other traditional markets such as 
Target stores. 
 
We are in a moment of intense “breaking” and the makers will be the ones who build our future – 
they will be the ones to succeed. 

 
4 Future Hypotheses 

Initially, frozen foods were created for kids to get nutrition. Organic exists side by side with 
frozen.  

 
1: The future is free (or very very cheap) 

o Example:  Weight Watchers…has been wiped out by free (Lose It app)  

2: The future is simple (ease triumphs over value) 
o Example: Uber is an incredibly simple system. They charge a surge pricing for bad weather 

and high-traffic days such as New Years Eye. People still use it because it’s simple.  

3: The future is shared (technology can make small players mass) 
o Example: Air B&B is a site where someone can put their apartment on the site and 

someone can book it for the weekend they’re out of town. Once you create the shared 
platform, it could be the consumer competing with you.  

 Lift: people have their own cars with pink mustaches and have extra time and 
negotiate a price on lift to share rides 

 Renting people’s cars at the airport while they’re out of town  

4: The future is unrelenting (disruptors will be disrupted) 
o Example: With Twitter, someone can tweet what treat their dog had at Shake Shack and 

now the dog has a lot of followers. 
 There is a forum for long stories and it lists read time. This is a disrupter to 

traditional media.  
 Being good at disrupting yourself is difficult 



 
 

 

 
So how might we design our future? 

 
3 design practices 

1: Look, really look 
o Don’t ask: Don’t go out and ask what your consumer what they want – they won’t know 

 When asked what kind of music people listen to when at home alone, the answer 
was classical. Classical radio stations will tell you that’s untrue. 

 We need to see people’s lives to see what’s actual  
o Spend time 

 The Petite Puppy store has cute puppies in the window. If you stay for 5-10 minutes 
to watch the crowd, there are people there to look at the cute puppies. If you look 
harder, you see there are other people there to pick up the people who are looking 
at the cute puppies. Then, there are people who are watching the people who are 
picking up the people who are looking at the puppies. There’s an entire ecosystem. 
The store put up a bench facing the storefront for those people.  

o Learn to listen 
 We’ve engrained the notion to talk. Raising our hand is waiting to talk, not 

listening. 
o Borrow and steal 

 If there’s a good idea, someone else will steal it so do it.  
 There is a fried food store in Spain. It replaced traditional restaurant seating with 

city steps to create a natural environment to fit more people and make it 
comfortable. It stole the idea of people dining on the steps of the city.  

2: Ask the right question 

A woman was asked if she’s a luxury consumer and she replied that she is not, she is 
a saver. The team noticed that she gets French manicures every week. She does not 

consider that a luxury, but a necessity. 

 
When the market dropped, iPhones sales rose. People justify the purchase as a tool 

in their life. 
 

o Go broad 
 IDEO took group of Weight Watchers employees to Potters Church. They felt they’d 

stick out at the church and used all the excuses of not fitting in that their customers 
would use as an excuse not to go to Weight Watchers.  

 Feelings for other humans is one of the most powerful design tools.  
o  Don’t assume 

 The farm to table concept started with technology because farmers aren’t able to 
interact in person with the restaurants like they can over technology.  

o Beware of precedent  
 You know how your world works so you have precedence on how things need to 

be. This is dangerous. 



 
 

 

 A wine store tapped into the fear that wine buyers feel about being overwhelmed 
when purchasing wine. The more wine they see, the more they’re intimidated. The  
store displays one bottle of each type on the table. They also realized that 
descriptions of wine are intimidating. The store has taken each bottle of wine and 
tied it to a celebrity. They also created frequent drinkers wall. 

o Choose your moments 
 We don’t believe you can fix everything and that all moments matter. You should 

focus on a couple moments.  
 The Red Cross got so caught up on making blood donors comfortable, they would 

tell them right before they get pricked that it won’t hurt. This stressed donors out 
and caused them to be disappointed when it actually hurt. The Red Cross changed 
their tactic by informing the donors that this will hurt. People are more willing to 
come back.  

 Why do people go to Disney World? They look miserable. It turns out, at the end of 
the day, the tram is quiet. Every kid is asleep in their parent’s arms. It’s the 
happiest moment in their parents’ day. Almost every commercial incorporates the 
moment in it where the child falls asleep. 

3: Practice Bravery 
Take risks in small ways to begin with. 

 

o Work around complaints 
 After medical school, a doctor didn’t want to go through the things his parents did 

with their clinic schedules and insurance. He posted his calendar online and said his 
service is paid for in cash, pay by PayPal, and he will make house calls. Patients can 
make their own appointment on his public calendar. 

o Harness existing systems 
 Delhi has really bad traffic and therefore, traffic infractions. Police put up a 

Facebook page for citizens to post the infraction with the license plate and the 
police would issue a ticket.  

 A Facebook contest was hosted for people to post a picture about one room in 
their house.  

o Be brave 
 When you’re brave, you need to think about all the things we’ve talked about.  
 In Bogota, there are a lot of fatalities from traffic (jaywalking, illegal turns). The 

Mayor implemented ticket price increases and the citizens didn’t care and 
problems didn’t decrease. It turns out that Bogota citizens care about pride and 
don’t want to be humiliated. Bogota started using mimes with a sign to chase 
people who were doing illegal things. Crime decreased because of the fear of 
humiliation. 

 
It’s not hard or a science, we’ve all made things. It’s about harnessing it and bringing it forward.  
 
 
 



 
 

 

Question & Answer 
 

Q: IDEO was involved in a Harvard Business Review article that discussed citizenship 
behavior, can you elaborate on that? 

A: When possible, ask more people in an organization about something they believe in. 
Don’t just ask the senior people. Everyone in an organization should be asking 
questions and you get more information.  

 
Q: Warby Parker has disrupted the industry. What is your observation as to optical 
retailing? 

A: There is no one kind of optical retailing. The most important thing is to ask if it’s right 
for the people you’re targeting. Warby allows consumers to try on anything in the store 

and it’s on a mass scale. We believe retailing is finding the right thing for the consumer 
you’re going after.  

 
Q: What are your thoughts (not only optical) about doctors and patients and healthcare 
environments? They’re overwhelmed by business competition. 

A: We work a lot with healthcare. There are few things you buy in the world you don’t 
get to leave with immediately. You don’t get to leave immediately with your purchase 
in optical. The notion is inconvenient, a delayed gratification of buying glasses.  

 

I was at an eye exam and asked to not have my eyes dilated for one of the tests. My 
optometrist explained that they could take the photo (retinal scan) and mentioned it 

was more expensive. They never offered it to me and assumed I wouldn’t want to pay 
for it. I loved it and have told all my friends about it. 

 
Q: In all the companies you work with, what would you say is the summary resistant 

behavior in making change? Do people on the outside need to come in and make changes? 
A: Because you tried it once doesn’t mean you did it right, well or tried it at the right 

time. We make a big thing about not relying on the past because it doesn’t tell you 

where the world is now. I don’t necessarily think you need someone outside. If you do 
it yourselves, it needs to come from the top and bottom simultaneously (newer and 

older employees) to get fresh ideas.  
 

Most companies IDEO works with don’t have back-end systems that help them succeed 
in the world. They are working on upgrading back-end systems.  

 


